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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is not a disaster recovery manual restart configuration necessary to restore the production
system (Multiple choice.) 

A. Stop the current production business 

B. Add the remote device to the original production array 

C. With the disaster recovery array as the master LUN and the original production array as the slave LUN, create the
remote replication relationship between the DR and the production end and wait for the initial synchronization to be
completed. 

D. Make an incremental synchronization. 

E. Delete the original production array consistency group. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

When cache mirroring is enabled for the two controllers of an OceanStor V3 storage system, the two controllers have
identical cache data and the failure of either controller does not affect system services. 

A. TRUE 

B. FALSE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Existing set customer of database uses a raw device, due to the large amount of data in the database. The 

customer plans to replace the old storage with new storage devices. 

In the process of environmental inspection lvcb engineers found the following: 

#getlvcb -TA sjklv 

Intrapolicy = 

copies = 0 

interpolicy = 

lvid = 

lvname = 

label = 
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machine id = 

number Ips = 0 

relocatable = 

strict = 

stripe width = 0 

stripe size in exponent = 0 

type = 

upperbound = 0 

fs = 

time created = time modified = 

As the vg is too large, the expansion of vg is impossible. As the service window is very short, and 

customers do not want to avoid the risk of large adjustments of the whole original environment, what is the 

recommended approach? 

A. Based on lvcb offset reconstruction nude equipment, and the database level 0 backup import 

B. Use the dd command for data migration 

C. Use the cplv command for data migration 

D. Use migratepv for data migration 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which remote replication description about the OceanStor V3 file system is correct? (Multiple choice.) 

A. The object-based approach to data replication. 

B. ROW snapshots based on the cyclical manner of data replication. 

C. The user can trigger manually or system timing synchronization. 

D. Support dequota quota information of the main file system to the slave, no need for the slave to configure quota. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

True or False, during the disaster recovery drill, to you want to switch the service to the disaster recovery end. In order
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to prove the reliability of the disaster recovery system, you need to test by simulation test and other means as much as
possible. 

A. True B. False 

Correct Answer: B 
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